
Atoms, Ions and Molecules 

Bio 2.1 



All living things consist of atoms of different elements. 

All living or non-living thing are made up of incredibly small particles - atoms 

Atom= the smallest basic unit of matter 

All atoms have same basic structure : proton (+), neutron (0), and electron (-)

Equal number of protons & electrons means atom = neutral 



Atoms makeup Elements 

Element = one particular type of atom, and cannot be broken down into simpler substance by 

ordinary chemical means. 

Atoms of different elements differ in number of protons. (Never varies) 

- Determine the properties of the element. 

Electron cloud- electrons move in cloud around nucleus- have energy levels

91 Elements naturally occur on earth- 25 found in organisms - 4 makeup 96% of human body 

mass (carbon (C), oxygen (O), nitrogen (N), hydrogen (H)) 

Other 4%=  calcium (Ca), phosphorus (P), potassium (K) sulfur (S), sodium (Na) and trace 

elements- small amounts but needed for survival.  Ex. Chromium (Cr) cell breakdown sugar . 



Different Elements combine to form Compounds 

Compound = a substance made of atoms of different elements bonded together in a 

certain ratio. 

Common in living things: H2O (water), CO2 (carbon dioxide) 

Compounds properties different than individual elements (H (g) + O (g) = H2O (l))

Compounds can be formed two ways: Ionic Bond 

Covalent Bond  



Ionic Bond formed by Ions 

Ion- atom that has gained or lost one or more electrons (-); charged particle

An atom is more stable when outermost electron level is full. (Valence electrons)

Charge gives ions certain properties- ex compounds consisting of ions (ionic 

compounds) dissolve easily in water. (NaCl) -- table salt

Ions form when electrons transferred from one 

atom to another 



Ions 

Atoms with less electrons tend to lose electrons (+ charged: cation ) -- metals (left side) 

Atoms with more electrons in outer energy level tend to gain electrons (- charged: anion)--

nonmetals  (right side of periodic table) 

Ions important in organisms: H+ needed or production of useable chemical energy in cells

Ca2+: muscle movement 

Cl - : certain types of chemical signals in brain 

Ionic Bond forms through the electrical force between oppositely charged ions. 



Atoms share pairs of electrons in Covalent Bonds

Not all atoms easily gain/lose electrons. 

Covalent Bond forms when atoms share a pair of electrons. 

- Shared electrons fill outer energy shell of all atoms involved

- Generally very strong

- An atom may share several pairs of electrons 

- Ex CO2 



Molecules 

Molecule is two or more atoms held together by covalent bonds. 

Some elements occur naturally as diatomic molecules- H2, N2, O2, F2, Cl2, Br2, I2

Almost all of substances that make up organisms, from lipids to nucleic acids to water 

are molecules held together by covalent bonds. 


